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ABSTRACt 
' To protect lives and valuables agalnst colossal loss due to flre outbreak In any society, 

provlsion of proper safety measures is slne qua non. ?hLs has been achlwed through 
installatton of adequate fire extlngutshers fn s t r a t e c  visible places, installation of 

,smoke senson and provlsion of human security personnel. These methods are not 
only wst prohibitive, but mast tlmes fail to provlde required hazard preventive 
measures at appropriate tlme. In this paper, we present an .lntetligent photoelectric 
fire detectton system to provlde prompt and adequate notifiation mechanisms to the 
occupants and relevant authorities abut possible outbreak of fire via existlng moblle 
wireless networks. The result from the irnpleinented model shows how inteillgem 
photodectric Rre detection system can help mlnimlze posslble consequences from the 
rlsk of fire outbreak 

Keywords Photoelectric, Safety, Microcontroller, Are, Smoke detector, Wireless 
network 

1.0 Introduction 
In most ownizations, several safety measures are taken to Improve safety and reduce risk related to 
human health and damage to propem. Dominant out of these measures Is the safety of both life and 
gropertwgainst massive loss due to  the event of flte outbreak or from any similar occurrence. Fire safety 
measures include those that are planned during the construction of a building or frnp7emented In 
itrudures that are already standing, and those precautions to be observed by the occupants of the 
wilding. According to s u w y  carried out by The National Fire Pmtection Association (NFPA), 85% of fire 
deaths occur.in the home, maklng fire prevention a top priority in every home (NFPA, 2006). 

Since it Is naturally believed that there Is no fire wlthout a smoke and prwention b better than cure. 
Wany losses of lives and valuables to flre outbreak could have been curbed if proper smoke detectors had 
3een in place. Smoke is a dispersion of small sold particle or suspension of partidas in a gaseous medlum 
;It could he white, gray, or black In appearance), it results from chemical pr- major& complete or .- 

incomplete combustion of substane with chemical combination of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen with 
carbon having the highest percentage. 

Smoke detector are devltes mounted on the wall capable of sensing the presence of smoke or other 
xoduets of combustion whlch could lead to fire andalert the occupant of the building. They evolve out 

the need to have a well-secured safety measure against the occurrence of fire outbreak. Most smoke 
detectors work either by optical detection (photoelectric) or by physical (iontzatlon), but some of 
them use both detection methods'to Increase sensitlvlty to smoke and to  reduce false alarms '(NFPA, 
20061, Most smoke detecton are classMed based on their principal technique of detection. They are 
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usually powered by battery (as a power supply bactlp) white some are connected directly to mahs 
power suppfy. One of the rellabfe detections Is photoelectrlc smoke detector because its response Is 
much faster than the ionization smoke detector (Uu and Kim, 2003; Clesry, 2009). In additlon to  the 
characteristics bf the smoke detection, notification mechanlsrns, the fire Itself, the occupants' location, 
condition and khavlor, and exit availability all play a role In determining the final outcome of fire 
prevention (Ahrens, 2098). 

This paper presents an intelligent fire detection system capable of fire detection via smoke with Improved 
notification mechanisms. The intelligent module comprises of a microcontroller that is able to make voice 
calls and trigger text alerts to occupants and relevant agencies using available services provided by 
mobile wireless networks, 

2.0 Related Works 
A number of related works has already been carried out in the area of fire detedion technology over the 
last decade. Advances In sensor, microelectronics, greater research frontiers in fire physics as well as 
informatipn technologies have contributed substantial progress. Some of them are described as follows; 

The performance and effectiveness of hame smoke alarms and of vtctlm characteristla In hame fires 
with and without operating smoke alarms based on statistical analysis of actual fire experience data was 
reported by (Ahrens, 2008). Spedal studies on other factors affecting smake alarm performance, 
audibilky, and nulsance alarms were also discussed. Progress In research and development In fire 
detection technologies was reviewed by (Mu and KJm, 2003E TechnoIagles reviewed included emerging 
sensor technologies (like computer vision, distributed flber optic, temperature sensor and intefllgent 
sensor), fire signal processing, real time monitoring technology and integrated fire detection system. 
Some problems and future recommendations related to these fire detection technologies were discussed. 
Issue of reliability, capabiltty and selection criteria of automatic fire detection systems was addressed in 
Gupta (1985). Automatic fire detection (AFD) systems dierentlate Intellgibly between the presence and 
absence of fire. False alarms due to the fauR of h e  system or some external factors could amount to. 
substantfal losses to an organization. Also, failure to detect the fire could result in loss of hunan lives and 
business. In Gupta (1985), the events which lead to the malfunctioning and proper functioning d AFD 
systems were categorized and the time periods between these events, for the date collected from 
varlous sit&, were analyzed using Weibull distrlbutlon. 
Atsduikadir et al. (2006) presented a remotety monitored and controlled personal computer based smoke 
detection system. In the system, a tight obstruction smoke detector designed around a light source and a 
photo senskiwe receiving device w enhanced by cbnnectlng it to  the personal computer's (PC) parallel 
port and integration of wireless technology like infra-red technology and GSM mobile wireless network. 
The system provlded a good improvement to the chance of reduclng risks of fire to life and property. 
However, the proposed system will be affected by high initial costs, buiklness and Increased dependenm 
on maintenance. Hence the need for the current work which provide simple, low cost, portable and 
maintenance free alternative. + 

3.0 System Ovewiew 
The Initial system deslgn of the intelligent fire detection system using mobile wireless network is shown- 
in Figure 1. It comprises of power supply sectlon, photoeleetrlc detectlon unit, the micromntroIler 
(PtC16F84) and mobile phone connected to mobfle wireless network. All these units make up the system 
hardware whlle the program instructionsstored In the PIC16F84 serves as the software. 
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Figure 1: The initial system design 

3.1 The Hardware Design and Implementation 

The detail hardware design of the system is shown in Figure 2. The implementation consists of the 
interconnection of all the units after testing at unft lewl for correct functtanality, 

Power Supply Unit 
This unit serves as the interface between the power supply mains and the other units in the system. The 
output of this unit is rectified, filtered and regulated dc pqwer supply. 

The Input Transducer Unit 
This unit can ako be called the sensor or detector stage, it takes in an Input whose magnitude is 
determined by the variation in the intensity of light to generate the respective output. This unit 
comprises of two major components, which are the light source and the light detector to detect smoke 
due to reduction in the light reaching the detector. Light Dependent Resistors (LDR) and light emittlng 
diodes (LED) were used a5 light detector and the light source resqectlvely. The output of the detector is 
biased with a reference voltage so as ta increasebr reduce the sensitivity of the detector, 

+ 
Figure 2: The circuit diagram of the system 

The Microcontroller 
Mlcrocontrollea are pregrarnmable semiconductor- circuit whose memory can be p m m m e d  and 
reprogrammed to solve a patticulal task, and there are different types. For this wwk, PIC16FaA was 
used because of it low cost and It w v e s  as the master controller for the system. It sends signal to and 
receives signals from the mobile phone based on the input signal from the input transducer. The 
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PIC16FWA belongs to the mid-range family of the PICmicrom microcontroller devices. There are 13 
input/output [I/O) pins that are user-~onfigurecl on a pin-to-pin h i s .  
The Output Transducer 
The output transducer unit hetps to convert the output of the mkrocontraller tnto volce call and text 
mesages understandable by human. The phone used was Sony Ericsson T681 phone model. This was 
selected b u s e  of Rs ability to understand attention command (AT command) and ease of InterFacing 
to the m~cracontrolier. Any phone wRh serial universal asynchronous receiver and transmmer (UART) 
interface could be used. The serial port of the phone k shown in Flgure 3. 

Figure 3: Serial port numbering fot the phone 

Pins numbered 4, 5 and 10 were used to send data to, recehpe data from the mobile phone and for 
grounding respectlvefy. The phone numbers of the occupants of the house or the relevant authorities are 
stored on the phone memory location one to f h .  The phone numkr  of a nearby fire station may be 
Included, but prior to this incCsion the fire station must have been first notifled. The final hardware 
implementation of the system is shown In Figure 4. ' 

Figure Q: Mobile wireless network based fire detection system 

3.2 The Software k i g n  
The .basic software tools used for programming the PIC16F84 were the rnikroBasIc PRO for PIC and the 
IC-Prog. The rnIkro0asic PRO for PIC is a powerful high lewl language, feature-rich program development 
tool for PICmieme microcontroller devices.Tfw 1C-Prag was used to download program written In 
rnlkroBasic into the PlC16F84 program memory. The basic functions of the program were to detect the 
presence of smoke via one'of the input pins of the miuocontroller and to initiate voice calls and text 
messages to the occupants via the mobile phone wing the AT-commands. The program ako enables 
audible and visible alarms via the unused rnicrocontrtrllef 5 port pins. 

4.0 Testing and Results 
The implemented system was tested In the presence of smokes from different sources such as cigarrette, 
gaper burning, cooking, etc. During testing, the sensitivity of the detector was adjusted so as to d e t G  
smoke from different sour- at tow concentration. when t h  system was powered on, in the absence of 
smoke, it was abserwd that the phone was not dialing any number. In the presence of smoke, whih 
persist for few seconds the phone Indicated a dalling slgnal an the screen. The first five numbers on the 
phone's memory were dailed twice and a text message "POSSIBIUTY OF FIRE ACCIDENT AT 15 Lnyx 
Road ..." was sent to each of the phone nurnbek. lt was discowered that'at higher detector semltivi, 
there were more false fire alarms. The testings were satisfactory to the objectives of this work. 
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5,O Conclusion 
Several fatalities of llves and valuables should not have happened or minimized, if proper working smoke 
detectors wtth adequate notlflcations had been put In place. This would give room for early notification 
of a developing fire, allowing Intervention before a Rre. has dwetoped beyond the smofderlng stage 
thereby Increasing the time available for evacuation and probably enabling emergency firefighters to 
arrive earller and minimize fire damage, ThIs work has presented a simple dwlgn and implementation of 
fire detection system based on moble wireless network that is apable of sending Intelligent notifications 
to those concerned,.To lmprwe the overall reliabilRy of thls s*em, it Is suggested that two mobile 
phones with different network operators be employed due to network failures in this part of the world. 
Conclusively, the mare we can protect and preserve our properties against risks such as fire, theft, 
vandaltsms, etc, the more wealthy we become. 
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